
NOTES
Our Lady of Sorrows Parish Pastoral Council

June 2, 2021  7:00 pm to 8:30 pm

Attending:   Fr. Daly; John Glancy; Fr. Spicer; Fr. Clooney; Marilyn Hausammann; Monica LaFond; Teresa 
Coda; Ann Marie Rosa; Andrea Fennel; Silvia Dudziak; Claire Ramsbottom; Charlotte Gilson; Mary 
Tracey-Walsh; Notes:  Kate Mason

Transitions:  
This is Charlotte Gilson’s last PPC meeting as a Youth Minister. She will be attending UMASS Amherst in 
the fall.  All the best and thank you, Charlotte!
Marilyn Hausammann retired from Harvard on May 31. 
Ann Marie Rosa will retire from Price Waterhouse on June 30.

UPCOMING DATES: 
• Sunday, June 13 - dedicated to all the Graduates
• Sunday, June 27 - Memorial Mass for Deacon Mike; Fr. Vinnie & Fr. Jerry with a small concert to 

follow in the Bullock Garden
• Sept 12 or rain date on Sept 19 Mass at the Lake - checking Town for Community Center 

AGENDA TOPICS

NEXT STEPS FOR MASSES 
The RCAB COVID-19 guidelines from May 2021 mirror the state guidelines. Fr. Daly and staff 
discussed and decided to move slowly in bringing back altar servers and Eucharistic Ministers 
(EMs). Altar servers might not be vaccinated and the attendance is still small so EMs aren’t 
needed.
Will likely move the Saturday Mass to 4:30 pm but will do so after getting the word out to 
people. 
Given the summer, not expecting to add more Masses or have any additional changes. 

PARISH COMMUNICATIONS OVER THE SUMMER
Increase parish newsletters and “Pastor Notes” in email was discussed with staff.
Use the time over the summer to refresh new logo and look of the weekly paper bulletin.
Perhaps a weekly “highlight” handout with the music and updates

REFLECTIONS ON THE LAST 15 MONTHS AND IMPACT ON OLOS PARISH COMMUNITY

IMPACT ON PARISH PASTORAL PLAN?    
The four Parish Plan priorities are still relevant today: Building and Growing Capacity of Lay 
Leadership; Strengthening the Sense of Community among all Parishioners, we will Practice Radical 
Hospitality; Living Catholic Social Teaching; and Encouraging Vocations.
Ann Marie Rosa, a member of the team who established the Parish Pastoral Plan, is leading the 
Priority One:  Building and Growing Capacity of Lay Leadership. She has selected team members as a 
cross representation of parishioners to form the Plan Achievement Team (PAT).
To achieve this priority, Ann Marie feels strongly that a structured program must be in place at OLOS 
to ensure lay leadership are trained and mentored, especially with Fr. Daly moving toward retirement.  
A structured program might look like a person is trained to lead in a role, serves two to three years as 
leader while mentoring/teaching the next leader.  The first leader then is trained to rotate into 



another leadership position in the parish.  The idea is that the training, flow and rotation will keep 
leaders active for about 5 years while bringing newer leaders into readiness. 
Fr. Daly reinforced the importance of this priority to sustaining OLOS as a parish, with or without a 
pastor. He will turn 80 in two years. A lay leadership program will show the Archdiocese that the 
parish can function with its lay leadership. 
Fr. Clooney agrees with the priority of lay leadership and encouraged us to also think about training 
the archdiocese about the importance of lay leadership.
The next likely priority for the Parish Pastoral Plan will be Catholic Social Teaching.

WHAT HAVE WE LOST OR GAINED DURING THE PANDEMIC? 

All agreed that the video-taped Masses are a plus for parishioners and community.
The Holy Day Masses have been incredible with Daesik’s talents.
ZOOM is very effective for meetings of Faith Formation classes, staff, councils and commissions, etc.
The Faith Formation Newsletter has been a mainstay for involvement across the parish.

FAITH FORMATION (FF): Highlights from the FF Survey 
Monica: spoke about Pre-K through 5th grade:  The program went online and included family FF and 
seems to have been appreciated. The tone is to invite parents to attend
Teresa: Middle School and HS many liked online FF classes convenience, higher attendance; mixed 
reviews on Zoom;  
NEXT: They are proposing a hybrid model for FF for next year.

Suggestions: 
Fr. Clooney reminded us about the occasional “conversations with the priest” after Sunday Masses.  
It was agreed that a “coffee hour” format in one of the halls would foster discussion more 
effectively than seated face forward in the church. 

He also recalled how Fr. Scott and the Walpole parishes shared the pulpit and resources. Fr. Daly 
suggested that St. John’s in Canton might be a good option for sharing with OLOS. 

IDEAS TO MAKE SOCIAL JUSTICE ISSUES MORE OBVIOUS IN OUR PLAN & PARISH LIFE 
Both Fr. Spicer and Fr. Clooney noted that many changes in population of the parish. 

Fr. Spicer summarized what he heard from the conversation:  
1.  concern to get educated on controversial topics in the Catholic church
2.  desire to incorporate these topics into the parish life.

Andrea:  Be upfront about discussing social issues like gay marriage and ordained woman
John:  Have others in the interfaith community give the homily at a Mass? 

Fr. Clooney suggested once a month select readings related to the parish plan and bring the plan’s focus 
into the homilies.  Fr. Daly said the more controversial a topic is, the less comfortable he is to have it in 
his homily and then to have parishioners go home without discussion.

After more discussion the idea for Mass once a month with a “dialogue homily” based on a theme of the 
Mass or theme of the day.  Hold the Mass at the Bullock Center or O’Connell Hall to be conducive to 
open conversation.



Fr. Spicer said a Special Dialogue Mass can be very effective. He had experience in the Latin Church as a 
Deacon.  Perhaps the Mass at 5 pm on a Sunday followed by a shared a meal.


